FILE/TECHNICAL SCREEN

The File Summary list shows the digital files associated with the record and how they are organized by display
category.
Digitization Details offers input boxes for tracking technical information about the digitization process. This
technical information is for data management purposes only and is not made public.

Note: the options on the left side of the screen vary according to what stage you have reached in adding files.
If you do not add a thumbnail file, VITA will associate and display a generic image for the record’s media type.
This process is not tracked on the File/Tech data screen. For more information about default icons and graphics,
see the VITA Site Administration Manual.

2.2.1 FILE SUMMARY
File details are automatically generated as files and file types are associated with a record.

Details
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•

File exists provides the location of the digital object file.

•

OCR / full text is a snippet of the text that is associated with the image file (if available).

2.2.1.1 FILE ORDER
For objects with up to 20 files, order them by clicking and dragging the “sort” icon up or down the list. This will
commit your changes.

For objects with more than 20 pages order the pages using the numeric input boxes
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Click the Update File Order button to commit your changes.

2.2.1.2 FILE DETAILS/EDIT
To add, review or edit details associated with a file, click Details/Edit at the end of the File URL
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This will take you to the File Details/Edit Screen
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You can edit/change the following fields:
Label: Any label information will be carried forward from the Add Record screen. Edit Labels here.

Category: The category displayed here reflects either the category selected on the Add Record screen (e.g.
Text, Detail, Full, Regular, etc.) or will be automatically populated during a batch upload of pages (i.e. Category:
Page).

File: The digital file name, File Size in bytes and pixels, and File type.

Put in Public Display?
Default is “Yes”. Use this option to manage files that are not meant for public display such as specifically sized
details files, or the text files associated with an object where you do not want the text file to be displayed but
want the content to be indexed for full text discovery.

*Note: Whether you select Yes or No, the full text displayed on this page is used for full text searching (see
Index the text in this file?).
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Index the text in this file?
This allows you to select which of multiple text files will have their content indexed for full text discovery. E.g. if
you upload a PDF object, the text will automatically be extracted if possible, but you can upload a DOC file with
the corrected or complete text, then select “No” for the PDF and “Yes” for the DOC, and only the DOC file
content will be indexed for full text, page-level results.

Full Text: Any full text that is auto-extracted from the uploaded object or any uploaded .txt, .doc., .rtf, .pdf or
.xls files will appear in this input box; use this input box to manage, edit or review full text. This full text will not
display in the public details of the object. There is a 1 million-character cap on what will be displayed in this
area; if the character count exceeds this, you will not have editable access via this screen.

To overwrite full text in the index, replacement text must be input i.e. leaving the full text box empty and
reindexing will not overwrite the original text. Add non-searchable text (e.g. alkdh foihf,smnd) so that end
users will not retrieve confusing search results based on non-content text in these spaces.
Click Update/Edit Values to commit your changes on this page.
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Click on Update Record to return to the File/Tech screen

2.2.1.3 ASSOCIATE OTHER FILES WITH A RECORD
Use this feature if, for example, you want to add the reverse of an image, such as a postcard, a detail, or a
number of pages inside a brochure or scrapbook.
The Associate another file with this record link takes you to an add file screen. The record title and media type
are inherited.
Select the appropriate display type category, for instance if
you wanted to add the reverse side of a postcard, you
would choose Reverse from the drop-down list
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Browse and select a file to associate. Once selected, the uploader will start automatically.

When the file is 100% uploaded, a Continue button will appear.
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The file summary will include the new file and its category type.

Use JP2 files for reverse and detail images to provide a dynamic pan/zoom option
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Associate multiple pages with this record
Use this feature to perform batch uploads for multi-page objects. See the Multipage Text Documents or
Newspaper, Clippings and Indexes Manuals on the VITA Toolkit Help site for full details on multipart uploads.
Associate OCR/Full text files with this record
Note: This option appears once a file has been uploaded in
the Page category for this record, or multiple files have been
associated with the record

Note: This option appears once a file has been uploaded in the “Page” category for this record, or multiple files
have been associated with the record.
For step-by-step instructions for creating and uploading OCR/Full Text files, see the Text Object Management
manual.
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2.2.2 DIGITIZATION DETAILS
Use the Digitization Details input boxes to record technical information and technician names for
administrative purposes. This data does not display publicly.
Operator
Definition
Status
Publicly Displayed
Repeatable

The person responsible for the digitization of the analog material
Optional
No
No

Equipment
Definition
Status
Publicly Displayed
Repeatable

The equipment (type of scanner, etc.) used to digitize the material
Optional
No
No

Software
Definition
Status
Publicly Displayed
Repeatable

Software used to digitize the material
Optional
No
No

2.3 Status
Publicly Displayed
Repeatable
Additional Notes

Highly recommended
Yes
Yes
•

•
•
•
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Select multiple item types from list configured during agency
set-up, or if choosing another option (not from the list), then
type in the first three letters in the blank box, wait a moment for
list to appear, then scroll down the list and highlight choice.
Once you choose a heading, a number will display. Once you
have updated the record, the chosen option will display as a
checked option.
Item types are linked to standard vocabularies.
Used for browsing and refining (limiting) search
If an item type does not exist in the list, check if it exists in the
subject headings list; if so, make a note of the subject heading
and ask Our Ontario staff to add it as an item type and to what
media type it should be associated.

